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Introduction to the study of 

analog role同 playinggames 
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In this paper， an introduction to the study of analog Role-P1aying Games (RPG) is made in 

four sections in order to promote its research in Japan. The first section presents the definition of 

Role回PlayingGames， lable-top 1<ole-Playing Games (TRPG) and Larp. 1n the second section， some 

justifications for the research on analog role-playing games are made， especially the application on 

game design and educationa1 enviromments. This section a1so gives an overview of the ana10g RPG 

studies fie1d in English and some works in Portuguese. Due to the objective of this paper， the thir寸

section describes the academic production on role-playing games especifically in Japan. The forth 

section describes some unique characteristics of analog I~PGs in Japan， such as the organization of the 

Japanese TRPG community and the publication of doujin， as a rich fie1d for further research. 
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This review paper seeks to promote more 

research about analog Eole-P1aying Games (RPG) in 

]apan， such as Table-top 1<PG (or Table talk -TRPG) 

and larp J 1， Compared to other countries， like Brazil 

(Schmit， 2008)， the United States of America (Mason， 

2004) ancl Finland， ]apan has few acaclemic works on 

the subject， with only a handful of papers， despite 

having a 1ively TRPG community and a large video 

game inclustry and cu1ture. It is not the objective of 

this paper to cliscuss why this happens， but to help 

create a br対gebetween ana10g game studies in the 

wor1cl with wi1ling researchers on analog RPGs in 

]apan
21 

In recent years we have seeηthe coηstant 

1) The word la1'p comes frol11 the initials of “live actlOll 

role-playing"， but as it happened with the worcls laser 

and modem， it is now usually used as a word both as昌

substantive and a verb in recent j)llblications. 

2) It is important to note that a high level p1'oficiency of 

japanese language is requirecl to clo this kind of 

research， since analog HPG is a heavy language 

depenclent game， and some of the I<anji used in TRPG 

books are llnfamiliar 01' even unknown for many 

]apanese according to our interviews. 

advancement of communication technologies through 

compllters ancl the internet， and with these 

technologies comes new manners for humans to 

interact with each other ancl with machines. 

Especially in virtua1 environments， 1ike the internet， 

we see the emergence of “profiles"，・virtual

personas"，れavatars" a口dso on. To understand this 

phenomenon， ancl its impacts on human psychology， 

it is necessary to 100k at its origins. As in biology， it 

is important to 100k at one species ancestors to 

understancl its present morphology:ll. 

1 What are Analog RPGs? 

First， what are these RPGs to be discussed in this 

paper? They are like a grown IIp version of the 

chilclren's pretencl games， but with more complex 

ru1es ancl seem to share the same cu1tural roots as 

3) At the time this paper was being written a book came 

out <辻lboutthe cultlωj汀r叫 i山Iη111羽1乃p苅acはtof 1只<PGsじal口ledThe Ruiルd 

P円laの:y抑1ηnぽgSοocze均わか':Esおsaの')'s0η f的heC、1ばut仰1μfr，叩α1h~引/月hイtω仰1刀1C印e (ザゲR戸'，gs
b】y An口吋d山JrewByers (Author， Editor) and Francesco 

Crocco (Author， Editor)， 
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the improvisational theater and the educational role-

play. Although there is a long discussion on the 

definition of RPGs (Hitchens & Drachen， 2009)， we 

will not describe them all in this work， instead for 

the purposes of this work we will ta1妃 intoaccount 

the critique made by Arjoranta (2011)， regarding 

these definitions. Arjoranta (2011) treats them as a 

Wittgensteinian "language game"， so we will describe 

the nominal definition of RPG 3S having the 

following defining characteristics: a "game world"， an 

imaginary setting where the fictional actions happen; 

'participants" in the fo1'm of playe1's or the 

organizers of the im3ginary worlcl through computers 

or books， and“shared narrative power"， where all 

participants have agency over the actions and events 

on the game world through various fo1'ms of 

"interaction" (Arjoranta， 2011， p. 14). 

If the world of the Harry Potter were to be the 

base for a RPG， the setting of the books would be 

the game world， with its locations and mood. 

However， the story would not be pre-determined by 

the narrator， instead it would be determined by the 

interaction of the char3cters between themselves 

ancl the game world， and those characte1's would be 

controlled by more than one player， shaping the 

narrative through their actions. ln this sense， 

characters could choose to just leave Hogwarts and 

explore othe1' parts of the world. 1n addition， if the 

game were to be played again， the actions and 

results would 110t be the same， resulting in a 

different histo1'Y and a different experience， so Harry 

could choose to go to the House S!ytherin， ancl from 

this point on everything woulcl be clifferent. 

We will not write about research on Digital RPGs 

(DRPG)， usually playecl through a visual interface in 

video games and computers， but focus on TRPG and 

larp instead， with their clefinition in the following 

section. As the previous paragraph suggests， 

however， this division is also arbitrary， since the 

games 3re more a spectrum rather than a group that 

fo11ows such a clear c1ivision. For example， there are 

many TEPG players nowadays that play through the 

internet using a compute1' to communicate. Further 

websites like TRPG Onlin/> in ]3pan and Ro1l20"J f01‘ 

the mediev31 fantasy Dungeons and Dragons (D&D)， 

4) https://ssl.fujimi-trpg-online.jp/ 
5) https://rol120.net! 

cater especially to this clemographic， while many 

players of the vampire larp One World by Night(iJ 

have long character interactions by e-mail 

1.1 Table-top RPG 

TRPGs are the olclest and most traclitional form of 

RPG， with the first commercial title， Dungeons ancl 

Dragons， released in 1974 Cli-esca， 2011， p. 62). The 

TRPG nomenclatu1'e clerives from the fact th3t 3 

small number of players (usually ranging frol11 3 to 7) 

normally gather a1'ound a table to play (Figure 1) 

f1'o111 two to six hours， using pencil ancl paper to 

t1'ack the game. The most important info1'mation of 

the player's character is recordecl in sheets (Figure 

2). 1n these games， the representation of the playe1"s 

characters is usually more spoken than stagecl. One 

player， the Game Master・ orStorytellel~ describe the 

game worlcl， the other players describe what their 

characters tbink， feel ancl clo. Rules are usecl to 

determine the characteristics of the character ancl 

effectiveness of their actions， and polyheclral clices 

(Figure 3) with varying number of faces are 

generally used as a probability element in character's 

actions resolutions (Dormans， 2006， p. 1; Schmit， 

2008， p. 39). lt is important to emphasize the 

significance of negotiating the 1'ules of the game呂S

an important element of the gaming experience 

(Vasques， 2008， p. 19). 

1.2 Larp 

A larp can be pl町redwith a very small number of 

players， like a TRPG， up to thousands of p13yers i) 

ancl last from a couple of hours in short larps up to 

arouncl a week in Sweclen (Fatland， 2005， p. 17; 

Stenros & Montola， 2010). 111 these games， playe1's 

physically represent their character roles through 

clothes， speech 3nd gestures. The venue for the 

game resembles and/or is decorated with elements 

of the game worlcl (Figure 4). '}、heexperience in 

larps is closer to the fictional worlcl experience than 

in TRPG because of the embocliment of the 

character and the physical role-play lilくe an 

improvised theater play， but the clifferences in 

6) http://www.owbn.net! 
7) The German larp ConQuest can have 6000 players 

according to their website: http://www.live-adventure 
de/Con Quest:_ english/informationen. php 
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Figure L Illustration of a TRPG game (Art by Nagomi I¥ishino). 

Figure 2. Ryuutama TRPG character sheet (Photo by the Author). 

experience between TRPG and larp are still under 

investigation. However・， unlike a purely improvised 

scenario， most larps still have TRPG features such 

as rules for combat， magic， healing and a character 

sheet (Dormans， 2006， p. 2). The popularity and 

literature 011 larp has been increasing in the last 
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Figure 3. Analog RPG dice (Photo by the author). 

Figure 4. A scene fro111 th.e medieval fantasy larp Fallen l<ane (Photo by the AuthOJ). 

decade， especially in the European Nordic countries 

lil):e Sweden， Denmark， Finland and Norway (Saitta， 

Holm-Andersen， & Back， 2014). 

1.3 Other analog RPG 

These definitions are more like co10rs in a diverse 

spectrum of games ratber than precise categories， 

3nd there 3re many games that fall between TRPG 

and Ja叩・ Forexample， in the "freeform" game Unhl 

we sink8
) the players describe their charact 

actions on the day seated around a table， like 

TRPG， but the table iおsa pa紅rt0ぱfthe game wo印rl凶d 

the p凶layersare '“'in characte臼r'ぺa
exal口l111凶〕吋leare t叶h児e'Jeepがfo印rmり games

9
)，3 mixtur 

8) https://norweg j a nstyle .fi les.word press.co I11/200~ 

until_ we_sink.pdf 

9) http目Iljeepen.org/gamesj
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freeform and psychodrama techniques. 

TheTe 1S also another type of analog RPG: the 

gamebooks like the 月以tingFantasy book series rhat 

were more popular in the USA， and Brazil， in the 80・5

and 90's. In these books you could choose the 

actIOl1s of the main character and have different 

stories with different endi口gs，some books even had 

rules for combat and a character sheet. Nowadays， 

those books are clifficult to be founcl and almost not 

played anymore， with digital games of the ..Visual 

Nove]"]U) genre taking their p1ace， but usually with 

different themes and topics. Still， we bought a doujin 

gamebooJc Thief Swordsman] J) (Sligimoto， 2011) on 

the 2014-Comt"lzet
U

). A douJin is， according to 

Tamagawa (2012， p. 108)， a self-financed.， self-

publ i shed work， crea ted by 3n indivicl ual or 

collaboration among indivicluals and sold through 

alternative channels outside the professionaJ 

commercial market. 

2 Why study RPGsつ

Among the reasons to stucly the analog RPG are 

its inDuence in today's culture， in game design and 

even in educatiol1. 

2.1 Inf1uence 0/ analog RPG 

We can see one of the “ancestors" of today's 

"avatars" in Table-top RoJe-PJaying Games characters， 

since it was in RPGs that we see those characters 

as representations of the pJayer in the imagll1ary 

world， with defined character芯ticsand develQpment 

over time through experience. Today this concept 1S 

present in many electronic virtual worlds， such as 

games and social media， but it started with TRPGs 

(Barton， 2008， p. 19; Schick， 1991， p. 18; 'li.esca， 

2011， p. 62). 1n Japan， the content of TRPGs made 

its way through other mediums like manga， anime， 

video games and novels， in what Mackay (2001， p. 

29) clefines as al1“1m agi nary-E n tertainment 

Environment"， where fictional settings evolve across 

connected mediums beyoncl the control of a single 

10) We v、/illpresent the names used by ]apanese pJayers in 

Katakana in the notes. J n this c注目ビジュアルノベル

11) 訪日!戒告IJ:I:

12) コミ ケット Officialsite; http://www.comiket.co.jpjinclex_ 

e.html 

author. TRPG a1so generated 3 unique genre of books: 

the '.Replay"J3)， which consists of transcripti印.1Sof 

TH，PG sessiQl1s 11). Lately these ..repJays" are not 

limited to the printed medium like books， but a1so 

some are published in the form of simple animations 

and broadcasted in websites Iike Niconico 15) and 

YouTubeJu
:】

2.2 Analog RPG and the design 0/ DRPG 

1n games like TRPG and larp it is easier to see 

the relationship between players a.nd between 
players and their characters， than in a Massive 

MultipJayer Online Role-Playing Game (MMORPG) 

Iike肋 rldof Warcrajt or electronic RPGs Jike the 

Pohemon and Final Faηtasy series. Because of this， 

the studies on analogic RPG can help to improve our 

understanding of gaming and game clesign. 

This has a cultural and economic reJevance， since 

tbe gaming industry is getting bigger and biggel~ had 

passed film inclustry some years ago
J7l 

and solcl over 

$15.4 Billion dollars just in the Unitecl States in 

2015， and of those， almost 10% where of RPG， the 

third most sold game genre J8). There are even some 

initial studies on the use of TRPGs to help clevelop 

digital games by stuclying their structure and 

narrative (Delmas， Champagnat， & Augeraud， 2009; 

Velsen， Williams， & Verhulsdonck， 2009). 

2.3 Analog RPG and Education 

Another reaSOl1 for the study of analog H.PG 1S 

their use in educational environments. There are 

13) The term in ]apanese isリプレイ， ancl seems to be 
0・W辻seieigo"， since it is not exactly a way to j)lay the 

game again as the word suggests 
]4) Although many English TRPG books ancl magazines 

have transcriptions of game sessions， they are usually 

only a couple of pages long with the purpose 01 giving 

aηexample of play， whjle most replays in Japan have 

hunclrecls of pages with transcriptions of Cull game 

campalgns 

15) http://www.nicovicleo.jp/w日tch/sm22933081

] 6) https:j/wWw.youtube.com/playlist?list= PLolyNekgzH13p 
OkYqns4Qip-I6n8DONA3 

17) See this report from the Guardian. http・//w¥Vw.

theguardian.com/technology/gamesblog/2009/sep/27/ 

videogames-holl}代町ood
18) According to the Entertainment Software Association， 

http://www.theesa.com/wp-content!uploacls/2015/0LJ/ESA四

Essential-Facts-2015.pclf 
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many stories of use of RPG in education since the 

80's， with one of its first studies about the use of 

the game Dungeoηs and Dragons to promote social 

skills (Zayas & Lewis， 1986)， and even one of the 

designers of D&D， Dave Arneson， used it in 

education， according to an interview19
). 

Both TRPG and larp are used in several diverse 

aspects of education， such as development of socia1 

sl<ilJs (Bowman， 2010)， imagination， creativity， 

motivation， abstract reasoning (Schmit， 20∞08)訂J 

tr噌aditionalcurr句-iCl叫11a凶a剖r局 C∞ontentas biology (Fu吋j羽jii，2010)， 

chemistry CHyltoft & Holm， 2009)， histor日literature

(Schmit， Martins， & Ferreira， 2009)ゑ physics(Am征 al，

2008)， second language acquisition (Quijano， 2007¥ 

trans curricuJar content su.ch as environmental 

issues (Schmit et a1.， 2009)， and even issues like 

norm criticism (Westborg， 2016)， po1itics， refugees 

and gender (Kangas， Loponen， & Sarkijarvi， 2016). 

Bowman (2014) conducted an extensive literature 

rev5ew on the educationa1 use of larp， tracing 

relations of educational larp with educaOonal role-

play and psychodrama， while Harviainen and 

Savonsaari (2014) presented aロoverviewof the 

principles of educational Jarps such as preparation， 

briefing， debriefing， assessment and two case 

examples. The DanishθstersたovEftersJwle is a 

middle school that uses games， primarily 1arp， as a 

teaching method since 200620
) (Hyltoft， 2008). It is 

interesting to note that Bowman (2013) describes 

potential problems within role-playing communities， 

such as how in-game intrigues， backstabbing， secrets 

and scheming present in games like ぬ7ゆire:The 

Masquemde can lead to out-of-game coni1icts. 

2.4 Studies on analog RPG 

The studies On analog RPG began with the 

sociological research of Fine (1983) about "fantasy 

roJe-playing game"， Fine's nomenclatllre for TRPGs 

(Fine， 1983， p. 6)， in the USA from 1977 until 1979， 

throllgh participant observation and jnterviews; a 

methodology still in use by other analog EPG 

researchers like Bowman (2010)， Montola (2014) and 

19) bttp://pc必amespy.com/articles/540/540395p4.htmlbut it 

seems tlle interview may have been tempted with 

according to the D呂veArneson website http:// 

jovianclouds.com/blackmoor/media_ 01_ News.php. 

20) According to their website http://osterskov.dk/kontakt/ 

in-englislν 

our own current research on emotional experiences. 

They passed through a phase of dispersed and 

ephemeral publications (Mason， 2004， p. 10)，' but 

lately Is consolidating itself with a growing influx of 

books and papers in EngJish like those quoted above. 

It 1S a1so important to note that some recent books 

on games studies research methodology approaching 

the study of analog I~PG (Lankoski & Bjork， 2015; 

Mayra， 2008) that may be of he1p fo1' new 

researchers and improving Cllrrent researches. 1n 

psychology， we have dii1erent theoretical approaches 

to analog RPG， such as applying Piaget' s formal 

operational stage characteristics (Martins， 2000)， 

Vygotsl5:Y's Zone of proximal deveJopment (Braga， 

2000) and ]ung's archetypes (Bowman， 2010). 

3 Brief Description of 

Academic Production in Japan 

Despite the fame that ]apanese gaming indust1'Y 

and culture h註ve/in ]apan there are few studies on 

TEPGs that we could locate through our university 

main library， search engines， like google schola1'， or 

searching for references in the works that we had 

access. This is not an exhallstive description， but 

rather an initial mapping of the filed. 

We were able to locate and access four papers 

from Kato et a1. about the study of the use of 

TRPGs with teenager kids with High Function 

Spectrum Disorder， showing increasing 

communication skills (Kato & Fujino， 2015; Kato， 

Fujino， Itoi， & Yoneda， 2012)， consensus making 

(Kato， Fujino， & Yoneda， 2013)， and quality of life 

(Kato & Fujino， 2016); all in ]apanese， but with 

abstracts in English. Kato a1so has a master's 

dissertation on TRPG and High Function Spectrum 

Disorder (Kato， 2011) and a TRPG rllJebook for 

children (Kato & Yasuda， 2016). 

We have also located three， and accessecl one， 

papers by Namisaki (2006， 2008， 2010)， accessed one 

paper by Endo (2000) and one paper by Yamazaki， 

Ito， and 'li三rada(2004)， a11 in ]apanese and without 

English abstracts. Miike (2015) conducted research 

simila1' to ours in our fieldwork
LLJ 

by interviewing 

four TRPG players about the possibility of the use 

of TEPGs in education in J apan， and received 

21) Details of this in an upcoming paper. 
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comparabJe responses to our present research， that 

TRPGs can be useful to promote communication 

skills. We further located the papers of Yoko (2006) 

and Ni (2009)， also about TEPGs. We were also able 

to access an undergraduate thesis about what kind of 

people are attracted to playil1g Tl~PGs (Takasu， 

2005) and a conference proceeding about the 

possibility to use TEPGs in social skill training 

(Sasaki， 2013). 

Only one paper (Kato & Fujino， 2015) refers to a 

papel・011analog RPG published outside Japan， stating 

that an overseas school uses '1、RPGsin education 

based on the work of Hyloft (2008). 

1¥.amm has written four papers on Japanese analog 

RPG to date， one in English (Kamm， 2011)， on why 

there was no larp in Japan at the time~ぺ and it is 

the only academic paper on Japanese analog games 

publisbed in English to date， with another papeζalso 

in English， forthcoming (Kamm， forth) and two 

works in German (Kamm， 2015， 2016) 

4 Possibilities of research 

Through our current observant participation in the 

field， we unveiled a diverse， lively and interesting 

]apanese TRPG community with many unique 

characteristics， providing a fertile field for research 

on analog games and/or ]apanese popular culture. 

Most of this variety was noticed because of the 

great number s111al1 TRPG events advertisecl iη 

stores in rlokyon). 

Some of these characteristics could be related to 

the "otaku culture"， such as the“Replay" expJained 

above， found both as douJ'in and professional 

pub1ications on specialized stores and events like the 

Conu!?et， Ja戸αη GameConveηt10η:<4) and Game 

Mar!?et25). The organization of this TR_PG communities 

22) There is now two active larp groups in ]apan， one 

English speakiog group in Nagoya called "Underworld 

LARP ]apan" and one ]apanese speaking group in 

]ruma called "Laymun". 

23) Like the Dayclream Cafe 1n l¥anda (http://trpgtime 

hobby-web.net/first!)， the YeJlow Submarine (http:// 

www.yellowsubmelrine.co引】/shop/shop-059.htm)and 

Hole and Roll Station in Akihab礼ra(http://www.arclight 

co.jp/r_l二sl)

24) Official site: http://wvvw.日rclight.co.jp/jgc/

25) OfficiaL site: http://gamemarket.jp/ 

are usually i.11 "Clubs" or ''Circles'' in schools， 

ul1lversities and community centers， with its fanzines 

and regu]ar meetings， along with the traditiQnaJ 

organization found in other countries， like game 

stores， monthly magazines
2
(ヘinternetforums and 

social media27). 

The "DIY" (Do It Yourself) culture expressed 

through doufiηS of various quaJities， from fanzine to 

professional looking ones， is another unique 

characteristic of the ]apanese 1'1~PG culture， with 

many rulebooks， "replays"， fanzines and so 0)1. There 

is even a doufin on how to make larp character 

props with 100 Yen shop products (}¥:am111， 2015). 

More research is needecl to describe and 

understand those characteristics better， but analog 

RPG in ]apan is a field where SOl11e e証ortis required 

in order to locate it. Some examples of this difficlllty 

to enter and reach the field are: 1n our research to 

explore how widely is TRPG lmown， we applied a 

questionnaire to a class of 73 undergrad.uate 

students， anc1 the answers showed that only 149ら

have heard of TRPGs and only 3 stlldents had any 

experience playing， despi.te the fact that the 

university of those students had two active clubs 

with TRPG activities， one of them active since 1996， 

and with a big collection of TRPG books in japanese; 

Some Japanese Clokyo resident TRPG players who 

we encountered In our field work did not know 

about the existence of a more than 10 years old 

TEPG Cafe near Kanda Station callecl Daydream 

Cα1e出;Our exploratory online questionnaire had 

only 146 answe.工s，but from 24 of the 47 prefectures 

in ]apan; Furthermore，昌tthe August Comihet of 

2014 we encountered a couple dozen TRPG doufiη 

publisher stands. 

At the present time it is not clear what is th.e size 

and importance of the analog EPGs in ]apanese 

26) There are currently two magazines辻bout社naloggames 

in ]apan that has TRPG content also， the Role & Roll 
and the Gωners Held. 

27) Jt is interesting to note that in 13razil most players use 

Facebook as main social network， while in ]apan 

players use more Twitter. 

28) Lately this Cafe is gaining popularity thanks to somc 

0・replay"日nimations011 Niconico and泊ulube，ancl one 

TV prog山 口1called The losl train bye bye [終電j¥イパ

イ] which the cafe owner was a consultant ancl 

presented a similar， but fictional， cafe. 
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popular culture， but we believe that the study of 

analog RPGs can contribute to the understanding of 

imaginary咽 entertainmentenvironments and to game 

design theories. We a1so believe that the 

characteristics of analog RPGs match those required 

in a globalized information society， such as 

cooperation and creativity， for example， and maybe it 

could help deal with some problems characteristic of 

Japanese society like the "Hikikomori" phenomenon， 

where people try to isolate themselves from physica:l 

social relations， since maybe anaJog RPGs can be a 

scaffolding in the resocialization process. Similarly， 

the use of analog RPGs in Japanese educational 

environments could be a contribution to the 

development of school education regarding social 

skills， creativity and abstract reasoning. 

In our current research} we coJlected data from 

interviews and game sessions observant participation 

in TRPG and 1arp， both in Brazil and in J apan， to 

investigate emotional exper.iences called .'bleed" 

According to Bowman・'(-..)role-players sometimes 

experience moments where their real life feelings， 

thoughts， relationships， and physical states spill over 

into their characters and. vice versa. 1n role-playing 

studies， we call this phenomenon "bleed" (Bowman， 

2015). Bleed is largely an unconscious process when 

it happens， and is neither inherently positive nor 

negative， althougb bleed is nut something that 

players directly control， the COJlscious act of the 

player to alter the course of the character is knOWJl 

as .. steeong".“Therefore， a player can steer toward 

greater bJeed by pushing factors that are likely to 

cause a bleed response， but bleed is not guaranteed. 

Alternately， players caI1 steer away from potential1y 

emotionally impacting factQrs， but end up affected by 

them nonetheless" (Bowman， 2015). Therefore， 

some players try to avoid. bleed and others seem to 

seek it. The same can be said of some games， which 

are designed to incluce strong emotions on players 

ancl / or to make them contemplate their own lives 

(ibid). Some of our preliminary clata anal)引ssuggest 

that“bleed" can emerge， but is not restricted to: in 

game moral conflict; death of important characters; 

close similarity between the player personal 

emotional past experiences and the player's in game 

experiences. Further research on game emotional 

experiences could be done in educational environments 

in order to develop emotional education methoclologies. 

Conclusion 

1n this review paper we described the academic 

production on analog RPG in ]apan， alongside an 

overview of the field procluction in English with the 

objective to encourage new researches in and about 

Japan. We hope that this paper will be a map like 

one a hero might find in a RPG adventure， leading 

to unexpected places 在日dmany exciting discoveries， 

ancl a bridge between analog game studi.es scholars 

in ]apan and around the world. 
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